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There has been much debate over the idea that the tnie moral code muld oblige 

incompatible acts and thus allow for genuine moral dilemmas. Against the notion 

that genuine moral dilemmas exist are arguments that suggest that an action- 

guiding pruiciple cannot enjoin muhially incompatible acts, for to perform both 

actions would be impossible and therefore not mor* required ûthers object that 

what is required by a set of co&cting principles is not  possible to do, but add 

that ours is a 'dirty' world- sometimes we are h e d  ifwe do and damned ifwe 

do not - so any ethical systern which is devoid of moral dilemmas is unrealisticdy 

'neat' and does not accouat for the feelings of regret we (properly) have when 

choosing 'the laser of two evils.' 

In this paper, I address these arguments for and against genuine moral 

dilemmas and then use the Deterrence Dilemma as a case study on which to test 

my intuitions about these arguments. 1 get on side with those who argue against 

moral dilemmas, but the way in which 1 do so seems to skirt around the 

controveq over some of the deontological rnethods of arguing against moral 

dilemmas. This paper also provides possible objections and innovations to the 

theories of David Gauthier and of Duncan Machtosh, at least as these philosophers 

purport to solve the various paradoxes of rational choice (one of these paradoxes 

being the Deterrence Dilemma). By the end of this paper, 1 hope to have tidied 

away some possible sources of damnation and regret and to have shown that ours is 

a 'cleaner' world than we first supposed. 



Chanter 1: Arpoments For and Aeainst Moral Dilemmas 

AGrnST: 

Sometimes, d e n  faced with what appear to be genuine moral dilemmas, it 

seems as ifwe are 'damned ifwe do md h e d  ifwe do not' and aII that is left for us 

to do is to choose the lesser of the two evils. Could it be that the tnie mord code is 

'act-mconsistent,' or requires hcompatûble acts? Ifso, there will be times when, no 

matter what we do, we win fail to c o q &  with at least one moral obligation; and no 

matter how attentive we are to our goals, we wiIl be unable to avoid feeling regret. 

Such could be our lot m Iife ifour world is one where genuhe moral dilemmas abound. 

In this papq 1 will explore the posgbility of avoiding this fàte. 

One can tuxn to deontic logic to h d  a powerfiil argument against the ciaim that 

there are g e d e  moral dilemmas. Deontic logic originates f5om the works of Mally 

(1926) and von Wright (195 1) and is the branch of modal logic that deals with 

obligations and the connections between sentences concerning what one mght to, 

niut, or is pennitted to do. The argument ftom deontic logic against moral dilemmas 

might go Iüre this: if one ought to pefiorm act 4 and ought to perform act B, then, by 

the 'aggiomeration principle,' one ought to perform act 'Am;' moral dilemmas arise 

when one's perfoxming of act B is incompatiile wÎth one's performEg of act 4 so B 

c m  be thought as shply 'not-A' The r d  is that the clah that there are genuine 

dilemmas suggests that, by agglomeration, one sometimes ought to 'A & not-A;' but, if 

'ought' implies 'cm,' there is never an obligation to bring about 'A & not-A' (for one 



can't); so, by rnodLF toilem, one is nwer in a genuine moral dilentma. To deny this 

conclusion, one would have to deny the agglomeration principle (as does Wüliams: 

1965)' or deny that 'ought' @lies 'cm' (as does E. J. Lemmon: 1962). 

As discussed by Terrance McConneIL, Eari Conee, and Bas van Fraassen, there 

exists a M e r  tension between deontic logic and the claim that there are genube 

moral dilemmas. Accordmg to a principle of deontic logic, 'the logical consequaices of 

what ought to be, ought to be' (van Fraassen: 1973). So @en any act A, since one's 

perfiorming of A has the logical consequence that one does not perform any act 

incompatible with one's perfomhg of A, then @y that principle of deontic logic) if one 

ought to perform A., then t ought to be that no act mcompatible with perfoming A is 

perfomed But the appearance of mord diiemmas is Ïnitiated by assertions that one 

ought to perfonn A and that one ought to perform some other act incompatible with 

p e r f o h g  act-A. So we see how yet another principle of deontic logic might run 

contrary to the claim that genuine mord dilemmas e&. 

Other obstacles stand in the way cf g e e  moral dilemmas. For instance, ifwe 

understand realism as making the claim that a statement's tmth-value is determiaed by 

a mind-independent world, then moral realisn ('cognitivism') would also seem to 

disallow genuine moral dilemmas. The existence of two conflicting but tnie moral 

statements would, for the cognitivist, unacceptably require that the mind-mdependent 

world which confened tmth upon these mcompatible statements contain a 

contradiction. Even the neophyte to moral theoxy rnight have similar misgivings when 



presented with the concept of genuine dilentmas. Whaiwer we find that a certain set of 

d e s  leads to a codict, we often demand that the con8ict be resobed and that the 

d e s  be revised to avoid M e r  coatiision. Regardles of whether one is a cognitivitist, 

msofar as d e s  (moral or otherwise) are supposed to guide action, it seems reasonable 

to demand that nich d e s  do so with claiay and without cod ic t  

One method of denying the existence of moral dilemmas, uiiich 1 shall call the 

'Conditional-Substitution' method,' is to add exception clauses to the so-cded 'moral 

standards' which lead to conflict. ifthe exception clauses are added properly, the nmly 

conditionalized standards d never conflict. Consider the foflowing example: a code of 

medical ethics might contain the plausile moral d e s  that one should respect a 

patient's autonomy and that one shodd be non-maleficent These d e s  might conflict, 

Say, when respecthg the autonomy of a patient who has requested assisted suicide 

demands that the patient be rnercifdy killed by the caring physician, but the physician's 

b h g  non-maleficent prechides acts of &g. Ifthe medical profession reasons that, 

ultimately, the nght course of action m such cases is to respect autonorny, then the 

profession might r e v k  the code of ethics so as to read 'Always respect the autonomy 

of your patients and h m  your patients in rmd on& in thare exceptonal cases wtiere 

respecthg their autonomy justines a mercifiil küling of them' Those who foliow the 

newly conditionalized code of ethics will perform doctor-assisted suicide, just as the 

medicd profession reasons that one ultimately should, but wiii do so without havhg to 

- - 

' Geotf SayreMcCord speiied thir method out to me, after 1 had explained my (sllnilar) thoughts. 



wade through a moral dilemma each time. The exception clause d e s  it that doctor- 

asshed nucide is an absohite obligation in certain, but exceptional cases. 

A more general fom of the Conditional-Substitution rnethod is as foUows: for 

any diîemma which arises fkom an act-inconsistent moral theory, discem which of the 

two incompatible actions (m the above example, these actions are: 'harm' (your 

patient) and 'do not h m '  (your patient) presented by the dilemma is the 'proper 

resohition,' or that action which a moral agent would dtimateiy perfonn ifgiven the 

choice (ie., 'harm'); then constmct a replacement moral theoq &ch is the same as its 

predecessor, except that it straightforwardly obliges the proper resohition (ie., 'harm') 

and straightforwardh/ prohibits its alternatives (Le., 'do not h m ' ) ;  in a l l  other, non- 

dilemmatic cases, the replacement theory sHnply concurs with t s  predecessor (ie., 'do 

not h m ' ) .  The idea behind utüizing the Conditional-Substitution method is that act- 

consistent theories are preferable to act-inconsistent theories; therefore, moral 

clilenmias do not mise when consulting the best moral theones' ie., the ones that would 

properly replace our fa*' inconsistent theories. If one stin mssts  that mord dilemmas 

should persist and, for example, that wen morally justified acts of mercy-killing are 

wrong ÿustified by principles of autonomy but wrong accordmg to principles of non- 

maleficence), then one will be codonteci with the arguments of deontic logic againa 

such ideas, 

Sayre-McCord (1986) has suggested that a l l  deontic systems have miplications 

for miponant matters in moral theory. But this is not to say that one must decide mord 



matters as deontic logic would have them, for deontic logic is not without its problems. 

Chisholm (1963), Rior (1954) and Ross (1941) have each suggested that the principles 

of deontic logic can Iead to parado- so we should not take any deontic principles as 

uncontrovernal However, controversy or no, the principles of deontic logic gain 

crediiiüty Eoom the purported-analogy between deontic and alethic modalities. Alethic 

logic is the branch of modal logic that de& with the connections between sentences 

conceming what is 'necessary, ' 'possible, ' 'imp ossile, ' etc. Manifestations of this 

purported analogy include the clalln that modalities m alethic Iogic have exact pardels 

m deontic logic (McConneQ 1978). So, for example, to deny the agglomeration 

principle (which, to remind the reader, is mcompassed by the notion that: 'ought A & 

ought B' implies 'ought A&B'), one has to deny an analogue of the agglomeration 

principle common to ail standard f o m  of modal logic, the prhciple that 'necessady P 

& necessdy Q' @lies 'necessarily P & Q.' 

The underiying assumption of the view that deontic and alethic logics are 

analogous2 is that moral obligation has important smiüanties to logical necessity. This, 

surely, is an assumption with which Kant felt cornfortable, &ce he thought that aiI 

actions faIl into the exclusive and exhaustive categories of 'moraüy necessary,' 'morally 

inrpossble,' or 'moraUy indifferent.' For Kant, 'a conflict of duties and obligations is 

It is important to note that even the apparent analogy between deontic and aiethic logic is not perfen 

Hughes and Cresswe11(1972) chim thaî although 'it is necessary that p' entails 'p, ' and 'p' entails 'it 

is possible that p,' these enîaiiments have no obvious mterparts in deontic Iogic. Further doubts 

about this analogy have been put forth by von Wright in his later mrks (1983). 



in~onceivable'~; insofar as grounds for obligation can conflict, at least one of these 

grounds is bsufEcient and not gromds for an actual obligation; thus g d e  moral 

dilexnmas do not exist. 

Whüe cognitivism, deontic logic, and wen Kant hhselfrequire that our mord 

codes be fiee of dilemmas, and while methods such as the Conditional-Substitution 

argument provide a schematic for constructing dilemma-fiee moral codes, many moral 

theorists resist such a program But even ifthe controverd nature of deontic logic 

&es us room to believe that we do not need to move away fiom act-inconsistent 

moral theones, why is there resistance to u&g Conditional-Substitution and domg so 

regardes? The answer lies in examinmg the drRring force behind the Conditional- 

Substmition argument: the notion that theories that avoid act-incongstency and do not 

allow for dilemmas are preferable. This notion is controverd because there are at Least 

three main lines of argument that favor making room for genuine moral düemmas: the 

argument fiom moral sentiment, the argument f?om a pluralis, of values, and the 

argument fiom single-vahie confiicts. I will now address each of these arguments m 

tum. 

FOR: 

-- - 

See Kant, 'Moral Duties' in Gowan: 1987, p. 39. It must k noted that Kant disthguished between 

perfecf and i,rnperfecf duties. Perfect (or m o w )  duties categoricaiiy prescribe or prohiiit specifïc 

kinds of actions. Imperfect (or wide) duties prescrii an unspecified pursuit of ends. These imperfect 

duties, argues Kant, still must not conflict in the sense that pursuing one precludes the pursuit of the 

other. 



When moa people are faced with an apparent dilemma, they h d  that it cannot be 

cleanly resolved This hdhg  is often used as data for a reductio against any argument 

that would have t that genuine moral obligations never conûict. To understand this 

reasoningy consider the hypothetical code of medical ethics that states 'Never harm 

your patients, except when respectmg their autonomy justifies mercy kiIling.' A doctor 

foîlowing this code might perform euthanasia on a patient who was as good a candidate 

for euthanasia as anyone could bey and yet this doctor migtit still feel a sense of 

wrongdomg, albeit justified wrongdomg. Insofar as a feeling of wrongdoing bdicates 

an actual wrongdoing, such feelings would cast doubt on the correctness of the code of 

ethics being followed Smce the code was foliowed entirely, any wrongdomg would 

mdicate that the d e s  of the code are not the correct moral d e s .  Maybe there redy is 

no clean way out of situations where a doctor is asked to kill a patient, even when that 

doctor has already fully deliberated about what ultimately is to be done in such 

situations. It has been said that 'ours is a dirty world,' full of tough cases. Maybe 

sometimes we cannot attab all that we (morally) vahie; and a code that purports to 

dow us to do so is unrealistic and inaccurate 

The idea that we must account for the feelings of wrongdoing that one has 

when faced with a dilemma and takes one course out of it is implied by what has 

become known as the 'argument fiom moral sentiment.' This argument suggests that 

we must d o w  for genuhe moral dilemmas so as to account for moral sentiments such 

as guilt and remorse. Along these lines, Bernard Williams (1973) argues that moral 



codiicts are more iike conflicts of desires than conflicts of belief Unlüre the way in 

*ch a belief can completely give way to an incompati1e beliec when a moral confiict 

is resolved (as when a conflict of desires is resohred), there is a ' r d d e r , '  or a feeling 

that there hgers  a duty not W e d .  Accordhg to WiIliams, this shows that we do not 

readiiy abandon ovenidden 'oughts.' 

To feel d e  weight of this argument for 'reu~ajnders,' reconsider the scenario m 

which a doctor was asked, men begged to pedonn euthanasia. ifthe patient were to 

miradously recover and ail pleas for death ceased, then the doaor would no longer 

have a duty to admniister a lethal injection. On whatever grounds such a duty was 

mcurred, surely this duty would be canceled upon the patient's fuIl recovery. The 

doctor might not even need to address the patient on the issue of complying with the 

original pleas and weIy would feel no regret on this matter. Now imagine a case where 

the patient's condition does not change but the doctor reasons that the requirement to 

be non-maleficent 'properIy7 prevails over the requirement to respect a patient's 

autonomy in such situations. In both cases the doctor decides that 'here, one ought not 

perfiorm euthana@' but nuely the two resolutions have a different status. In the latter 

case, there seemingly remaïns a latent vahie m assistmg the patient's death, evai when 

the correct resohition of the dilemma has it that one should not do so. m e n  the doctor 

is decihg what to do in the latter case, autonomy seems to make a genuine call for 

euthanasia, whereas in the former case, no such call is made. This seems to show that 

ovenidden duties are somehow Merent fiom canceled duties. Unlike in cases of 



canceled duties where we can wash our han& of the matter, m cases of ovemddm 

duties, some exphnation, regret, and apology seem to be m order. 

As M e r  argument that ovemdden duties are not canceled, we have Wüliams' 

claim that codiîcts of moral d e s  are Iike codicts of desires. It certainly seems that the 

two are analogous, and confiicts of desires certain& seem genuine. For example, 

consider the desire to eat a second piece of cheesecake and the (let's suppose) 

confiicting desire to lose weight. When an agent ovenides a desire to eat cheesecake 

and refrains £iom acting on it, this desire seems to linger on as a source of regret and 

signifies that the agent is not fiilfiled. It would seem mistaken to say that, even 'al 

things consïdered,' the agent does not have any desire for cheesecake whatsoever. 

Williams would argue that somethhg wouid be lost m the anal+ ifwe were to Smpiy 

say that if one desires to consume large quantities ofcheesecake and desires to lose 

weight then @y agglomeration) one iniproperly desires to do the mipossible: consume 

large pantities of cheesecake and lose weighta4 Ifwe then use the Conditional- 

Substitution method on the conflicting desires, the result would be something like: one 

or@ desires to eat cheesecake except in situations Iüce this where one desires weight- 

loss. But this conditionalued desire is completely nilfined wtien one tums down a piece 

of cheesecake, so why does one keep staring at the desert tray? 

-. . . . - - - - 

Notiœ that whüc 'ought' implies 'cari,' and one is not ever obliged O do the irnpossile, many might 

yet think it acceptable to desiTe the impossible, a point to which I shall r e m  much later (see p. 25, 

betow). To this extent, moral mnflicts and conflicts of desires might not be as analogous as Williams 

daims. 



The pomt of the above illustration is to show that, if one is not completely 

happy, then msofar as this imhappmess is rationw justifie4 t seems that this 

conditionalized desire is not the desire that is actualJy had Ascniing vaiues (mord or 

otherwise) to people ody if these values disallow conflict appears unrealistic to many 

phüosophers. The agglomeration principle and the Condicionai-Substitution method 

lead us to ascribe sets of desires which fd to account for the sentiment of the agents 

invohred. If nich principles and methods are not applicable to conflicts of desires, then 

maybe they are not to be applied to conflicts of moral vahes d e r .  Ifthis is the case, 

moral dilemmas might be genuhe. 

There are other arguments m favor of genube moral dilemmas. Resonating with 

the p l u c h  of Hegel and British Intuitionîsm, some (Lemmon, Nagel, van Fraassen, 

and others) argue that there e d s  a p1wa.h~ of mord pro-attitudes, and the world is 

such that these pro-attitudes sometimes oblige contrary actions. Attempts to reduce 

these values to one supreme vahie have been denounced as unreaiistic, for such a 

reduction offen giosses over essential features of these vahies. Nagei, van Fraassen and 

Foot go so fêr as to suggest that some mord vahes are mcommensurable and so there 

is no resohition to their confiicts. The notion of incommensurability has received much 

disdain m the philosophy of science but, for some, remains viable m moral theory. 

Supposedly, it is viable here because the apparent dilemmas within moral theoiy seem 

so perplexing and unresobable. As an example of such a confbct of values, 

phiiosophers often cite the dilemmas descnbed in Shakespeare's Juliur Caesm. R e d  



Brutus' defense of his murdering Caesar 'it was not that 1 loved Caesar les, but that I 

loved Rome more' (act 3, scene 2). Whether the good of fiendship should be less 

valuable than the good ofbstice is a question that begs for a common ground of 

cornparison. WWahout knowing of any such goundmg, these vahies appear to be 

mcommen~urable.~ 

It has also been argued that whether or not there are a plurality of moral vahies 

(commensurable or not), there might e x h  genuhe moral dilemmas. Ruth Barcan 

Marcus (1980) argues that moral dilemmas can even arise fiom a single mord vahie. 

For example, the requirement to keep all promises dows for Scuations in which, by no 

apparent fa& of your own, you are m a position that requires your breaking of one 

promise to keep another. Agakt this idea, Hare msists that nich scenarios demand the 

consultation of an ultimate moral principle such as the principle of ut*, or some other 

principle that does not d o w  for moral conflicts. In other words, i f a  single principle 

cm lead to dilemmas, it is not a morany correct principle to follow. When choosing 

among incompatible actions, a utilitarian is oniy obliged to perfoxm the action which 

maximkes expected utility; ifboth actions m a x h k  expected utility, the utilitarian is 

obiiged to perform either action, and may 'flip a coin' to decide which action to 

perform, but is not obliged to perfom each. Whüe a utüitarian may be faced with a 

choice of incompatible actions, it seerns that it will never be the case that utilitarian 

' Kit were the case that there are imsolvable difemmas aad thereby no truth-value to some statements 

about the morally best outcorne, moral realism might then be m. 
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obligations win be attached to both actions and thus no genuine moral dilemmas e& 

for utilitarians. 

Also against the notion of single-vahie conflicts, Donagan replies that in cases 

where keeping one promise is incompatible with keeping another, either (1) the agent 

took unnecessary risks m making both promises and so the conflict is the Etult of the 

agent, not the moral theory, or (2) the promiser is not at fault and is to be somehow 

released fiom one of the obligations. The idea behd  Donagan's argument is that ody  

an Biitial wrongdoing can place you m a situation where you are 'damned ifyou do and 

danmed Xyou don't.' 

There are, however, a few moves to make against the replies of Hare and 

Donagan, at least as I have bnefiy presented them Hare's msistence on an ultimate 

moral principle might be unrealistic m the same way as attempts to reduce so-cded 

mcommensurate vahies to a Sngle vahie such as util@ the vahies tha t  Hare would 

denounce as mere mogates for the correct (uhimate) vahe seem too plausiile to 

discount off-hand. As for my cursory account of Donagan's repiy, the notion that one 

of the obligations must be released does not readily account for the feeling of 

wrongdomg one has when breakeng one of two incompab%le promises. Further, agahst 

Hare's repiy, regardes of whether one can reduce aG correct moral vahies to the value 

of utüity, there exkt single-vahie dilemmas that suggest that even vahies such as u w -  

mairimipng c m  yield conflicting duties. Whüe Donagan might be right that one of the 

obligations must be annulleci, when confkonted with the dilemmas 1 am referring to, t 



wiIl seem utter@ perplexhg wfiich obligation that is or how such aunulment might go. 

So, without m e r  ado, 1 tum to such a dilemma. 



Cha~ter 2: The Deterrence Dilemma ('DD') 

Gregory Kavka has suggested (1986: 5 16-536) that the standards of classical rationality 

@en one's vahies d o w  for genuine conflict, men when the desires invohed seem 

rationa. permiss'ble to hold Kavka proposes the i&âmous Deterrence Dilemma, or 

'DD,' as a situation where a single prescription such as 'm expected utdi@' or 

'minimize expected ha-' cm lead to perplexhg confiict. To see how the DD might 

occur, imagine the following situaticn: A classically rational agent, let us c d  him 

'MW' leads a nuclear-superpower during a cold-war scenario. Trouble be@s when a 

rival superpower, led by 'In~tigators~ ' threatens Max's c o u n t ~ ~  with nuclear attack 

Max holds only to one standard, that of 'categoncal hami-mmimization' and so he 

always prefers to mininuze the h a m  which are expected to be felt by current 

inhabitants of the world. To calculate an action's 'expected hams,' Max will determine 

the number of harms made possible &en the performance of the action and multiply 

this number by the probability that these harms might occw given ts performance. Max 

wants to ensure peace, so he must mmimize the likelihood that the Instigators will 

attack Max's moa effective deterrent agaha these Instigators is for him to d e  them 

belicve that he wiU all-out retaliate agahst them, should they attack. 

The problem is, however, that if Instigators launch thei. missiles, then Max's 

country will be doomed; and once Max's country is doomed, Max's retaliation wilï 

only kin millions of civüians who might otherwise &e in the attacking comtry. 

Categorical harrri-mhimizers, qua hm-mmimizersy cannot rationab prefer to cause 



gratuitous hamis; therefore, it seems that a hami-minmnizer cannot prefer to retaliate m 

the DD. But ifMax believes that retaIiation will be an irrational aa, then he cannot 

f o m  classically rational mtentions to retaliate and, thus cannot do what is necessary to 

minimUe harrns. This faüure is especiany problematic since f o e g  such intentions is 

the ody hope of bringing about the W e s t  likelihood of a munial standoff and thus 

worldwide peace. ParadoxicalIy, It seems that the DD is a case where the standards of 

ciassical ration* get in the way of bemg able to accomplish what one prefers. 

Why cannot Max jua bhifS or merely pretend to be a 'would-be retaliator?' 

The reason is that although bh5ng would not commit Max to retaliation, and therefore 

would not endanger millions of ciMlians within the Instigators' country, it is stipulated 

to be urueliable as a strategy of detemence, and thus does not minimize expected 

h m .  We stipulate that the Instigators have skülfiil spies, truth-senims, lie-detectors, 

and keen andytic philosophers all of which wiil ensure that only real mtentions in Max 

win deter an attack. Max will not only submit to these methods of interrogation, Max 

might even suggest t h e 4  since a widespread doubt that he is winmg and able to 

retaliate wül only increase the chance that Instigators wiU attack In view of this, t 

seems that a ham-ainimber would not dare to attempt a bm and mua r e d y  htend 

to retaliate;6 but as we have seen, this is problematic. 

Of course, retaliation is conditional upon king aîtacked, which is a condition Max is ayuig to 

mid 



It would be very troubling to moral theorists ifthe desire to do what is right 

could lead to a paradox Yet this is exactly what the DD might suggest. Ifminimi7mg 

hamis is part of the good, then the 'RightlGood Rinciple' (Kavka 1986) obliges an 

agent to minimize harms; for this is 'right ' and thus is what o goodperson shuuld do. 

But ifhann-mmimization is good, then the good would demand that Max form the 

intention to retaliate, which he seems unable to do. Smce t seems obvious that 'ought' 

@lies 'can,' somethmg is obviously wrong if Max is unable to do what is good It is 

plausiile that the standard of h m - m h h b t i o n  is part of the good, yet, as 1 wül 

fiiaher explain, the DD suggeas that this standard cm create incompatible obligations 

and thus be act-mconsistent. More problems soon fonow. The 'Wrongfùi Intentions 

Rinciple' (Kavka 1986) states that it is wrong to intend toperjiorm a won&ful act. Yet 

the DD suggests that hm-minimizers are obliged to intend to perfonn what is 

considered to be an immoral act, namely to cause gratuitous harms. So, if it is wrong to 

fom a retaliatory intention, and if fonthg such an intention corrupts one's goodness, 

then one would need to compt one's goodness to maintain the peace. But this would 

be m violation of the 'Vimie Reservation Rmciple' (Kavka 1986) which states that 

one ought never to diminish one 's own goocihess. Smce t is entirely plausible that 

mhimhhg ha= plays some part m domg what is right, the above problems ülustrate 

how the DD is of great metaethical hnport. In fact, h c e  a paradox smiilar to the DD 

can be constructed for mîny types of preferences, e.g., the preference to 'maximize 



expected good' ('good' rnight mean utiiity, hann-mmimi.ction, etc.), the DD may pose 

problems for many basic principles of moraiity- 



Chapter 3: Previous Solutions to the DD 

Philosophers generally agree that there must be a rational way to htend to retaliate, 

since such an mtention wodd secure the desired deterrent effect- David Gauthier chims 

( 1984: 479-495) that retaliation would be rationai if t qressed a dispmztion t h  was 

rational to adopt. These 'dispositions', argues Gauthier, put 'constramts' upon what is 

rational to do. In lay temis, one might say that Gauthier coullsek somethmg to the 

efEect of keepmg a promise or, in this case, a threat, whether or not you then prefer to 

do so, ('merely') because you willingly made that promise (threat). I insist that it can 

never be rational to perform an act that is known to have dispreferred consequaices. 

So ifretaliation would be dispreferred by a ha rmmhbkr ,  then no dispositions which 

would lead to retaIiation would be rationd for her to adopt in the DD. Speakmg again 

m terms of promises, one cannot make real promises wMe knowing that one wiil not 

h e p  them; and no hann-minimizer, qua hami-mhimizer, would keep a promise or 

threat to retaliate if doing so would cause gratuitous harms. Ifit is rationd to adopt a 

retaliatory disposition, then it must be that retaliation win mmimize on the preferences 

that the mtending agent will have when attacked: actions must rnaxmiize ifthey are to 

count as rational. Since Gauthier's account does not have it that retaIiation mmhhes 

on the preferences Max would have when acting, Gauthier fiiils to show how adoptmg 

a retaliatory disposition Û rational and thus fails to çohre the DD. 

Gauthier would reply that it begs the question to demand that actions mm 

nmbize if they are to count as rational Mer al, Gauthier argues that retabtion is 



rational because it foilows f?om a policy that is rational for a hann-minimuer to adopt. 

Retaliation dws follow fkom such a policy, but Kavka, myselfand othea deny that rhis 

is enough to make radiation rational Rather than arguing for and against these 

opposing views of ration*, 1 wiIIjust stipulate that al l  rational actions ma<imize and 

1 wiIl later suggest independent grounds for an objection to Gauthier's account. 

If Max is unable to mtend to retaliate, then maybe Max should step aside for 

someone or something that can. One might think that Max should build a doornsday 

machme or relinquish weapons-control to another person, e.g., a trigger-happy 

Republican, who is disposed to retaliate if attacked OtherwiSe, it may remain highly 

likeiy that Instigators will Hiitiate an attack. It seems to mey howwer, that an agent who 

cared only about mm;mimig harms would not mhd iciiling people who would be kiUed 

regardless, because domg so wodd not mcrease expected h a m .  Whether or not such 

an agent chose to kill the people himseK no fewer people wodd die, so the choice is 

moot for a hm-mmimirrer. Harm-minimizers should be able to do the 'dirty-work' that 

would otherwise just be done by someone else. In any case, other would-be retaliators 

might be stipulated as behg unavailable m the DD. Maybe Max done has the ability to 

launch a retaliatory strike, which consigris the burden of bemg a would-be retaliator 

squarely on Max's 'moral' shodders. If Max is the only possible candidate for being a 

would-be retaliator, then Max ought to be disposed to retaiiate ifanyone ought to be so 

disposed. When Max is or becomes a would-be retaliator, Instigators will &eh realize 

this and then it wül be Iikely that no one will get hurt and h a m  WU be minimized. 



Accordmg to Duncan MacIntosh, Max need not rehquish weapons-control to 

a would-be retahtor; rather, Max can become one by replacing the preference to 

h a y s  minmiize harms with a preference that would permit retaliatmg when attacked. 

MacIntosh 's theoq of cpreferencarevision'7 suggests that m the DD, unconditional 

harm-mhïmhers are rationdy obliged to revise their preferences so that they corne to 

whoiiy prefer to retaliate and only othewse prefer to mmimi7e harms, since such a 

'revision' of preferences wül secure the best chance for a peacefûl standoff. Although 

MacIntosh agrees with Gauthier that retaliation causes graniitous harms, Machtosh 

argues that acting so as to mflict such harms wül maximk on the preferaices had 

when acting, since vindictiveness wiIl have become preferable. Since retaliation will 

maxjmize on the preferences had when acting, Machtosh ailows his agent to form 

rational mtentions to retaliate and escape the DD. 

One might worry that ifhlachtosh's agent is attackeâ, she would re-revise her 

preferaices back to the way they were at the outset of the DD, making it that she 

wouid not retaliate. The idea behind this worry is that MacIntosh's agent wiIl realize 

that the initial preferaicarevision did not have the desired effect, namdy to prevent 

rather than merely 'deter' (mHiimize the probability of) attack; and so this agent d 

realize that undoing the prwious revision will cause her to refrain from retaliating and 

will lower eirpected harms. But Machtosh can escape thû worry, since, wen though 

his agent wïll realire that a re-raison wdl lower expected harms, she wiii no longer 



desire this result. Once MacIntosh's agent has ceased bemg a harm mhhbm, nothmg 

could convince her to do anythmg that would lead to non-retaliation; for after revishg 

her preferences, MacIntosh's agent wants nothmg more than to retaliate ifattacked. 

Even though a re-revision would lower expected harms, and even though the 

preference to mbimize hanns is what inieiated the preference ratision, fewer harms are 

not now preferred MacIntosh's main thnist is that rational agents act according to the 

preferences they have when acting. Thus Machtosh has suggested how an agent's 

intention to retaliate might be stable and would thus have the desired deterrent effect. If 

Instigators understood that the person they were threatening had become and win 

continue to be a retaliator, they will be deterred. 

Machtosh supposes himseIfto have shown that we are sometimes obliged to 

change what we want in order to ma'àmite the likelihood of gettmg what we fkst 

wanted. His proposal implies that unconditional hm-mhbizer s  smiated m the DD 

cannot continue to exist purely as harmm8iimizers in what they prefer, because they 

must either replace their ha-mmimimig values, or gratuitously endanger the lives of 

their compatriots by failing to deter attack. Furthemore, Macintosh believes that even 

ifhmmmimitation is the sole good, ceasing to be an unconditional harm-minimizer 

wiU not necessarily diminil one's virtue. For m accordance with his theory entitied 

'The Mutability of the Good,' (1995) MacIntosh would argue that Max is m o r e  

justilied in undergomg seKreVision, so long as this 'revision' is kept at the minimum 

amount needed to aflow for intendmg to retaliate ifattacked. According to MacIntosh, 



any proper standard of the good will track this change and justay 2 s  necessary 

entailments, e-g., the dohg of vindictive actions by a former harm-mhïmker. 

According to MacIntoçh, the good 'mutates' during the course of the DD, mutating 

fkom something which requires unconditional hammmmiiTation into somethmg which 

p e r d s  consciousiy causing gratuitous harms in this one d a n c e .  

Mv Objection to Prior "SoIutions" to the DD 

I do not believe the proposais discussed thus E u  are adequate, and ana.lyzing the DD m 

the conte- of my previous discussion of the arguments for and against genuine moral 

dilemmas will help explah why. T o  present the DD in ternis of a standard mord 

dilemma, I &aIl eqlain how the mie 'always m h h k  harms' could be taken as an act- 

mcondent d e .  Then I shall reconsider the arguments that there are no gemine moral 

dilemmas, and shall assess the DD's authenticity as a mord dilemma agahst these 

argument S. 

As it has been characterized, the d e  'ahways mmimiie harms' is act- 

mconsistent. To ahvays minimile h a m ,  one must mmmiue h a .  'pre-attack' (deter) 

and one must minimize h m  'post-attack' (refrain fiom retaliating). As 1 shall 

ilhistrate, these obligations are mcompatiile. First, 1 must make it clear that one might 

'deter, ' or minimize the Iikefihd of atiock, and still not prevent attack. So, pst as a 

fidure to stop an attack does not necessarily bdicate a f àh re  to hider such an act, a 

nihire to prevent attack does not n e c e s e  indicate a fahire to 'w deter.' But 

not retaliatmg ifattacked does mdicate a faihire to deter. Given that b-g does not 



nwchdy deter, ifMax does not retaliate when attacked, then Max must not have 

become 'locked-in' to retaliating; and so he must have failed to deter attack, since 

anything which was known to be less than a sure cornmitment in him to retabtion 

would not have maximally deterred This shows that if Max is attacked yet does not 

retaliate, then he f d e d  to minmiize hams 'pre-attack' and so f d e d  to do what was 

then rationally obligatory to do, nameIy, commit to retaliathg m the event of attack, so 

as to deter attack To summarh, an agent m the DD has only two metaphysically 

possible actions: (#1) m a x b d y  deter, 'pre-attack', and be disposed to retaliate if 

attacked, or (#2) fd to maxhdly deter, 'pre-attack7, and thus fàil to mhimize 

expected hamis. This means that ifminimizmg harms 'post-attack' entails not 

retaliating then it also means not having minimized h m  'pre-attack' So, it seems that 

one can m8iimize harms pre-attack or post-attack, but not both. The d e  which has R 

that one should mmimirre h a m  unconditiondy therefore seems to enjoin mutually 

incompatible actions. 

The DD can now be stated in te= of  a standard dilemma: for reasons X (to 

minimize expected harms, pre-attack), one ought to perform act A (ennue that one wül 

retaliate ifattacked); but for reasons Y (to mmimize expected h m ,  post-attack) one 

ought to perform an act incompatible with A (not retaliate if attacked). We have before 

us the appearance of a genuhe moral dilemma containmg a single vahie, the preference 

to always m h h k e  harms, which is highly plausiile as a moral value and yet leads to 



perplexing confiict. Thus, the DD can serve as a test-bed for the prevîous discussion for 

and against moral dilemmas. 

Smce it seems that the d e  'ahvays mmmiire harms,' at least as Gauthier and 

MacIntosh constme i, is act-mconsistent, one might use the foUowÏng argument to cast 

doubt on the mord correctness of such a d e :  to ahvays mbhke h m ,  one must do 

so both preattack (ensure that one wiU retaliate ifattacked) and post-attack (not 

retaiiate if attacked); but applyhg the agglomeration principle results in the chim that 

one ought to ennve that one wi[l retaliate ifattacked and not retdiate ifattacked; 

such an obligation is impossible to fiilfill and, since 'ought' inplies 'can,' must not be a 

genuine obligation; therefore, the d e  'always mmimize hamis' must not be a correct 

moral d e  or must not enjoin such rnutuaiiy incompatible obligations. 

There are several options to take at this pomt: (1) we can deny that 'ought' 

implies 'cm' and d o w  that a correct moral d e  could oblige inpossible actions; (2) we 

cm deny that the agglomeration principle applies to moral obligations and so deny that 

the d e  'ahvays minimize hanns' obliges retaliating and not retaliating; (3) we can 

concede that the d e  'ahvays mmimire harms' is not the correct mord d e  and try to 

argue that this makes the DD metaethicaily minterestmg; (4) or we can deny that 

mhbizhg harms 'pre-attack' is incompatible with minimimig harms 'post-attack' and, 

ilhistrating this, sobe the DD. 1 will examine each option m tum, both in light of the 

arguments for and agamst genuine moral dilemmas and *in light of what Gauthier and 

Machtosh have already proposed as solutions to the DD. 



Fust, 1 will address the denial of 'ought' miplies ' c m  ' This is a daiial that 

neaher Gauthier nor MacIntosh would want to embrace. Any moralicy which required 

us to do the mipossible would seem completely unjust and therefore btuitiveb 

mcorrect. To see this, one need ody imagine a she* who stopped unsuspecthg 

pedestrians and demanded that they jump to the moon and back or suffer a huge he. 

Such demands seem outrageous and so positmg a mord obligation which camot be 

fiilfined would seem extremely dubious. While proponents of 'On@.l Sin' migbt thmk 

that we can be gdty of wrongs that we cannot avoid, many of my readers wiIi d o w  

me to assume that 'ought' implies 'cm' 

Secondly, I wül address the denial of the agglomeration principle withm the 

DD. One might argue that the agglomeration principle does not apply to moral 

obligations, claimmg that a perfectly rationally pefmissiile preference a d o r  a perfectly 

correct moral d e  could enjom incompatible actions. At least, one might demand more 

midence for their impropriety than that these d e s  d o r  preferences lead to 

dilemmas. Before responding to such womes, 1 want to make t clear that 1 am now 

tacitly assuming that 'ought' iqlies 'can,' and 1 am addresshg ri~y response ody to 

those who accept this assumption. 1 also want to assume that preferaices wnich are not 

satisfkble are somehow not strictly rational, although much of what follows can be said 

without this assumption. This means that those who think that categorical harm- 

minhkt ion  could be a correct mord d e  and/or rationalty acceptable standard must 

think that t does not enjoin impassible actions, even ifthey believe that it enjoins 



mutmfZy incompatible actions. Obviously, to hold that an act-mconsistent d e  (andlor 

desire) is still 'possible' to follow (andor satisQ), one m u t  rejed the application of the 

agglomeration principle of deontic logic to moral d e s  ( a d o r  rational desires). One 

way of arguing this point would be to say that while it is mipossible to minimi7e hamis 

thmghout a DD @oth pre and post-attack), it is possile to minimize hamis 'pre- 

attack' and 'post-attack,' much as, @en a fork Hi a road, it is possible to travel both 

routes, aIbeit ody  separately; therefore, one might in&, it is possiile to ahvays 

nhimke harms, even m a DD. But in what foflows, I shd explah that this account of 

how it is 'possible' to always minimi7e harms is highly problematic, even aside fkom the 

fact that the agglomeration principle prohibits such 'separation' of incompatible 

obligations. 

Let us assume that there is only one moral d e :  atways minimize hanns as per 

the Gauthier-Machtosh conception of how to do so. For agents who find themsebes In 

a DD where Instigators attaclg followhg the d e  is impossible. I have argued that one 

can mmimize hanns pre-attack or post-attack but not both. Agents who are attacked m 

a DD mua fd to follow the d e  when they retaliate against attack, or failing that, they 

must have fded to follow it 'pre-attack,' by not ensuring that they wodd retaliate if 

attacked Either way, agents will fd to follow the d e .  It is not interestmg that an 

agent 'can,' m some sense, minimize harms at each separate instance m a DD. For the 

d e  demands followhg the nile throughart a DD. An agent c m  mhimh  hamis pre- 

attack, and that agent c m  minimize harms post-attack, providhg we assess this 



possiibïüty out of context with what has already transpired; but no one m a DD where 

instigators attack can 'always mmimize har~ns.' To judge the real possbiby of an 

action, one must do so in context with what has already transpued. And, post-attack, 

what has already transpired is that Max has ensured that he will retaiiate and cause 

what Gauthier and Machtosh thmk are gratuitous hanns. 

To summarize, there are onty two homs of the DD: (1) fd to mmmiiïe harms 

pre-attack; or (2) fail to m h h k  h m  post-attack; and each hom of the dilemma 

mcludes an mstance of failing to do what Gauthier and Machtosh think is necessary to 

mHUmize harms; to 'always minhke harms' one must never fd to mniimize h a n ,  but 

this is impossile to accompli& m a DD where Instigators attack So, it seems that 1 do 

not need the agglomeration principle, per se, to argue that the nile 'ahvays minimize 

h m '  enjoins an obligation which no agent can fùlfilL The t e m  'always' which is 

embedded m the d e  makes the scope of the d e  such that pre-attack and post-attack 

obligations are already conjoined; mmimi7ing harms in either case, but not in both 

cases, is not sufncient for following the mie. Just as one cannot 'unconditiodly' Wear 

a green sweater if one cannot Wear green on Thursdays, so one cannot unconditionaIly 

minimize harms &en the possiility of a DD where Instigators attack. So, if 'ought' 

miplies 'can,' then m a DD where Instigators attack, 'aiways minimuP h m '  is not the 

correct moral rule to follow. 

Now 1 wish to suggest that the d e  'always minimirre haxms,' as it has thus fu 

been constnied, is not a rule that a rational agent would accept. Gauthier and 



Machtosh take themsehres to have shown that agents are rationally obliged to rptaliate 

if attacked Gauthier does this by arguing for 'constrained marcimization' and clamis 

that t is rational to express retaliatory dispositions since such dispositions were 

rational to adopt. Machtosh does this by arguhg for 'preference-revision and claims 

that it is rational to act on revised preferences which target retaliation. So, botk 

philosophers think that Max might be ration* obliged to retaliate, causing what they 

c d  'gratuitous' harms. This means that one cannot minimize harms m d conditions 

and keep one's rational* intact Ifthis is not enough to cast doubt on the rationality of 

an agent who would endorse such a d e ,  there are m e r  problems. As 1 have argued 

not even bational agents can comply with the d e  'always minimiïe h m , '  since any 

source of irrational* would be detected and so would prechide the agent fiom 

mmimimig harms pre-attack To always mmimi7e harms in a DD where Instigators 

attack, one must ennire that one will retaliate whai attacked and yet not retaliate when 

attacked, and this is impossible for all agents regardless of rationality or preferences. 

The nile 'ahvays mmimirre h a n , '  whether rational to embrace or not, is 

impossiiie to comply with in a DD where Instigators attack and so is not there a 

correct moral d e .  It is plausible that the correct moral d e  wodd be 'ahays m h h k  

harms except d e n  m a DD where Instigators attack, m which case one should 

retaliate.' As Eu as 1 can see, such a d e  can be fcllowed perfiectIy, even @en the 

poss1iiiay of the DD. If following this d e  is 'right' then a good person could do so 

without compting her Wtue or fomhg a wrongful intention. The DD does not now 



seem to pose a problem for the basic principles of morality, since agents who target the 

correct mord rules cannot fail prey to the DD. 

At this point the reader might not see the M e r a c e  betweer my anaiysis and 

that of Machtosh. But reconsider Machtosh's argument: he attempts to sohe the DD 

by arguing that the 'newly conditionaluPd' preference, minimize hmms at c d  times 

except when in a DD where Instigutors attczck, must be adopted; but a prefmce to 2.3 

the impossible, which is what minimimig harms unconditionally amomts to, w d s i  

need to be 'replace&' not 'revised.' Recd that Machtosh's 'preference-rer ;&on' is 

supposed to be thought of as changng whatyau wmt in order to mmimzre the 

Iikelihood of getting it, not as c h g i n g  whal you want becme  yuu could never get it. 

For any agent who wants to minmiize hams unconditionayI preferencarevision wilI 

not mcrease the likelibood of satisfymg this desire, for the probability of domg so 

remasis at zero, regardless of what one does or prefers. 

Along the same lines, MacIntosh7s theory of the mutability o f  the good is 

probiematic since it was never the case that one was obliged to mmimim hanus 

unconditionally, for there always huked the condition of a DD where Instigators attack 

as a counterexample to the correctness of the d e  'always minimlle hamis.' The 

suggestion that the good has 'mutated' so as to make acceptable a faüure to h i m i z  

h m  (at some point during a DD where Mgators  attack) is to suggest that prior to 

this mutation, it was morally unacceptable to do so; yet it was never moraily 

unacceptable to do the unavoidable and it is unavoidable to f'aii to mmimi7e harms m a 



DD where Instigators attack Even agents who are never wn.f?onted with a DD are not 

obliged to be disposed to 'always mhhize harms' when thrown mto a DD, and so the 

good does not have to mutate to d o w  for such faihues to mhimke harms; the good 

must have ailowed such fidures al l  dong! 

Let me sunmiarize rny primary innovations thus fàr. Given that 'ought' implies 

'cm' 1 have suggested how act-mconsstent d e s  such as 'ahays m i n h h  h m '  are 

mipossiile to foiiow and therefore not the correct moral d e s .  1 have done this without 

appealing to the agglomeration principle, per se. This said, I have what I believe to be a 

new proposal for dissohring the DD and other dilemmas which utilize d e s  that lead to 

the sort of act-hconsistency which I have attacked My proposal has inrplicit counter- 

arguments against Machtosh's theory of Preference-Revision and of the Mutabilay of 

the Good. Ultimately, however, 1 contend that a superior proposal is in the making. 

This proposal mvolves taking the above-mentioned option (4): we can deny that 

mmimimig harrns 'pre-attack' is Sicompatible with mhimkhg harms 'post-attack' and, 

illustrating this, sohe the DD. 



Cha~ter 4: M y  Ro~osed  Solution to the DD 

Suppose that an agent is properiy cded a 'would-be retaliator' if and on& if that agent 

would retahte if attacked m the DD. Only real 'would-be retaliators' win p a s  as such, 

since any who merely pose as such can be stipulated out, so or@ genuhe would-be 

retaliators minimize expected hanns 'pre-attack' Take any agent who is attacked in the 

DD: ifthis agent has minimized expected hamis thus fàr, then this agent is a would-be 

retaliator, and as suc4 win retatiate. Post-attacL, the ody agents who could possiibly 

succeed in mhhkhg harms unconditionaJly are ones who have mhimhd harms thus 

far; but the only ones who have minimized harms thus far are would-be retaliators. 

Therefore, ifthe DD m which Instigators attack is a possible condition, and if 

unconditional harm-mmimization is possible, then 'post-attack' retaliation must here 

count as mmimil.mg expected harms, since the only agents who have minimired harms 

thus fm win retaiiate ifattacked. My anaiysis ofthe DD has t that either (1) the DD is 

dissohed as a dilemma of morally correct des, since it is impossible to always 

minimize harms; or (2) d is possible to always minimirre harms, thus the DD is not 

dissohed, but it must somehow be that retaliators count as minimimig hanns post- 

attack. 

1 doubt that the DD entails that the preference for unconditional hum- 

m h h k t i o n ,  the very thmg the DD assigns as a preference of rational agents, is an 

kational vahie. 1 maintain this, even though I am highly sympathetic with arguments 

that no standard of the good cm enjom mu* mcompatiiale actions. So 1 contend 



that uncondinonal harm-mniimirrition is not açt-inconsistent and that one does not have 

to use arguments agahd genuine mord d i l e m s  to dissolve the DD. The d e  that one 

ought h a y s  to minimk hanns is not act-inconsistent in the way that d e s  abidmg 

by t impossble, because whenever one can choose so as to expect various amounts of 

h m ,  one can choose so as to expect the mmimal amount; and, ifthe amount of harms 

to be expected wül remah the same, regardless of what one does then tbis fked 

amount of harms is the mmimum amount that one shodd expect; so, whether the 

amount of expected harms is variable or not, one cm ahutys (men in the DD) choose 

so as to min;mile them AU of this suggests that agents can re& unconditional ha- 

minimizers. As outlined above, this entails that retabtors must count as mbimkhg 

h a m  post-attack when they retaliate. 

Possible Obiections and Counterexam~les to Mv 'Solution' 

What repercussions for action-theory does my proposal have? And what action- 

theoretic assumptions are required for my 'sohition' to be viable? Am 1 not allowing 

determinism to creep in, or even worse, assuring it fiom the outset, when 1 argue that 

someone who htended to retaiiate must retaliate ifattacked? It may well be that Max 

ody 'acts' in adopting the intention to retaliate; after that, Max might be 'locked-in' 

and does not perform an act, per se, when retaiiathg. Maybe hstigators make 'pre- 

attack' demands that Max make afiMI decision to be a would-be retaliator or not to be 

one. Once a$ml decision has been made, there are, by the defidion of 'fmaI,' no 

more delierations or 'acts' to perfonn There are no unforeseen options that would 



require that hrther decision-making occur m the DD. One could say that it is the 'pre- 

attack' choice to be a harm-mmimizer that restncts one's 'post-attack' options. Max 

may be ration* obliged to become so much iike a doomsday machine that his 

fieedom o f  choice must be left behind, 

My argument is not committed to the view that retaliation is not a .  act. Max's 

decision to retaliate must be hal, but t is a decision on how he will act. Max musî 

become somewhat Iüce a doomsday machine, but ody  in the sense that he must act Iike 

one; when Max intends to retaliate, Max becomes disposed to c h m e  to retahte. Even 

ifretaliation is an act, there is a significant sense in which Max had to act as he did In a 

DD, for Max to reeain fiom retaliatmg when attacked, it would have to be that he had 

refiained fiom forming retaiiatory mtentions But how could this have transpired? 

Consider that Max was capable of forming a retaliatory intention, he believed the 

mtention's presence would mmimize harms, he was rational, and he preferred to 

mmimi7e harms; one of these four t h g s  wodd need to be different ifMax were to 

refrain 60m initially f o d g  a retaliatory mtention. 1 gant that there are things that 

might allow Max to avoid forming a retaliatory mtention, e-g., a change m the belief 

that the mtention would deter, a revision of the preference to minimize hamis, or a bout 

of irrationality which would dow Max to do other than what was rationally obligatory. 

But, 1 in& that none of these things are generdy thought to be under an agent's 

power to bring forth. Since no mgredient required for the absence of a retaliatory 

mtention is had m the DD, and since Max could not bring forth such mgredients, the 



absence of a retaliatory intention remah imposiile. In a normal DD, wherem 

Instigators do attacki, just as  the mtention to retaliate is necessary, so is retaliation. 

1 am not now denying MacIntosh's claim that preference-revigon is sometimes 

rationdy obligatory. But whüe a revision m the direction of Max beconhg vindictive 

might be possible, a revigon which would remove this vindictiveness is not. As eariier 

suggested, it is for the very reason that 'post-attack' revisions are ration* impossbie 

that Machtosh first suggests 'preference-revision' as a way for Max to deter attack: 

're-rwisions' are known to be ration* impermissiile and hstigators fidly believe that 

attackhg Max will be suicida1 Therefore, since Max is (and ahvays was) a would-be 

retaliator, the mmimum hamis actually possible for him will depend solely upon 

whether or not Instigators decide to attack in fact, since Max always was a would-be 

retaliator, then, strictly speahg,  he does not become disposed to retaliate upon 

forming retaliatory intentions, he rather has been so disposed upon initial acquisition of 

the desire to m h h k e  harms. 

Regardless of the correct theoiy of action, my argument stili aands: denying 

that a retaliator m b i m k e s  hanns implies (via my earlier argument) that the DD is 

dissohred as a problem for ethics. But ift must be possible to mmimize harms 

unconditionally, one cannot deny that straightforward retaliators minimize hamis 

whether they do so by choice or not. One might say that conditional retaliation is a 

logical consequence of being a hann-mhhkr, so if one ought to be a conditional 

hm-mhimker, one ought to conditioniilly retaliate. 



How would one characterize the choice to retaliate? ifimmediate& after a 

retaliatory d e  bas been launched, someone asks Max why he did not refiaÏn f?om 

retaliating, thm Max can simply reply, 'As we ali knew that it would be, it was rational 

for me to retaliate, and so 1 did Sa& the lnstigators have rejected the chance for 

peace that 1 have created and they have doomed us alL For it was the Instigators who 

launched their missiles towards us and they who have made it u, that I would choose to 

return the favor. The Instïgators will go down in history as having caused their own 

deaths, for they hew how 1 would react when they attacked me. 1 cannot now prefer 

to harm fewer people, for how could I now choose differently? If1 had been the type of 

person who would not retaliate, then we would not even be alive today for you to 

support or second-guess this decision of mine, and we would have missed the 

opportunity for a mutual peace. And furthemore, ifwe had died without ret-g the 

favor, or ifwe had been unexpectedly spared despite our cowardice, it would have 

been d e r  domg somethmg that 1 could never do; for 1 would never put ou. own h e s  

in gratuitous jeopardy by not trying to deter those who threaten to attack ' 

There are two possible responses to my characterization of the choice to 

retaiiate: (1) t seems that my above description is much alike Gauthier's constrained 

m;ucimiZation in that retaliation does not seem to express the preference to rninimize 

harms even ifit expresses a disposition t was rational to adopt; (2) to the extent that 1 

cm d e  retaliation m;vcimize on the preferences had when acting, somethmg 1 think 

MacIntosh rightiy demands, I may have to concede that Max must have changed his 



preferences ifhe chooses to retaiiate. In other words, one might see that it is necessary 

that Max has the preference to retaliate, migbt not biame him for acting on this 

preference, but deny that this preference is that of a harm-minimizer; ifMax has a 

choice m the matter about how many harms he idicts post-attack, and if Max prefers 

to idiict the bigher of the two amounts of harms, it surefy seems that he is not a hann- 

minimizer. Even though Max's post-attack preferences did not corne by way of 

'Reference-Revision,' but by some sort of 'replacement,' many will in& that Max's 

are not the same preferences held at the outset of the DD. But given that it is possibîe 

to 'mmimiie hamis' post-attack, I now argue that Max might succeed m following the 

d e  'minimize harms' even when another agent would have chosen to harm fewer 

people. 

Consider that if some agent had the abiliiy to disarm everyone's missiles m mid- 

air, such an agent might choose so as to ensure that none are hanned post-attack Such 

an agent hamis fewer people than Max does. But since this 'disamhg' abiii-ty was 

absent in Max, we must set the amount of harms that are properly caiied 'the minimum 

(possible m a DD)' higher than we rnight otherwise have to. Harm-mmimi7ation, like 

other candidates for the good, might be 'context-sensitive,' in the sense that the 

'minimiim' amount of harms pomile in one situation (the situation composed of the 

dilemma, and of the particular agent ficmg t), might be different m another. We might 

say of an agent who disarrned all of the Instigators' missiles that both she and Max 

mimimized h m  @en their Werent situations. In fact, some agents might h m  fewer 



people than Max and yet fd to minimiTe harms7 if2 is the case that their situation 

wodd have aIiowed them to harm fewer sti1.L 

The objection cm be made that M e  different agents with different abüities 

make for different situations agents who merely have different preferences do not 

d e  for Merent situations. For example, 1 would not want to c d  a war monger a 

'hami-mmimiler' Sroply because, giwn hlÎ prefeerences, he is in a situation wbere he 

cannot h m  fewer people than he does. This is problematic for me, since I have argued 

something quite similar d e n  clahhg that Max, an agent d o m  I clah prefers on& to 

rnimmk harms, has the choice to harm fewer people than he does, but, given his 

preferences, rationaily c m o i .  But what may Werentiate the cases between Max and a 

war-monger is that Max's preferences are those which, at the outset of any situation, 

are most expeaed to mmimize harms. Max is an agent who clearly is aimhg at what we 

think to be the right standard, and he is doing everything that we could expect him to 

do to ensure his own cornpliance with this standard. Anyone who hanns fewer people 

than Max harms is in less nifficult situations or merely beats the odds. Akhough 1 have 

left room to maneuver against me here, I suggest that the correct ethical theory must 

grant Max the status of 'morally-good agent,' since he alone does what a rational 

person would do &en a desire to target what is right. 

tfwe grant that the correct moral theory has it that moral agents are f d y  

rational and target the correct moral d e s ,  at least at the outset of moral düemmas, 

then 1 can make one last attempt at persuacling the reader that retaliators mmimize 



h m .  Given Max is a rational agent who prefers to minimize harms pre-attack, it is 

&O a @en that he w-dl want to retaliate should the tirne corne d e n  he is attacked. 

Keeping this m mind, consider the folIowing brief thought-eqeriment. Imagine that 1 

told you that at the end of a hallway there were two lollipops, one large and one smalL 

Imagine also that 1 convinced you that i j d  when you got to the end of the hallway, 

you would prefer large 1oIIipops over small ones. To convince you of t h ,  perhaps a 

lie-detector, a psychologist, and a large guinothe are made visible about half-way 

down the corridor. Would it not be odd for you to boast that you could pick the smaiI 

lollipop? Likewise, wouid it not be odd ifwe boasted that we could mmimize harms 

pre-attack and then choose to tefiain nom retaliathg ifattacked? So it seems that, util 

we can M y  explain how it is to be done, we c a ~ o t  make post-attack msistences that 

Max be a non-retaliator. 

Let me now nun up my position on the DD and fi,uther dustrate a crucial 

distinction between Gauthier's position and mine. Take any rational agent who vahes 

nothmg but hamminimintion. Such an agent will prefer to m8iimize h m  wherever 

. .  . .  
possible, &en what has already transpired MmuniPng harms Werever possible, 

@en what has already transpired' win be equivalent to either (1) domg so 

unconditio~ally, since it is possible to ahvays m h i m k  h m ,  evai m the context of 

what has already transpired m a DD where Instigators attack or (2) r(,ohg so m ai i  

conditions except in a DD where Instigators attack, since hanaahimhtion is not 

there possible for someone who mmimited expected harms pre-attack. The point of 



this is that whether Max holds a .  unconditional or a conditional preference to m i n k h  

harms, contrq to Gauthier's account, retahtion wül manmize on this preference. 

Given that he is m g  on his ordy preference, Max will feel no regret in kinmg 

millions of people. 

In response to my proposai, Wüliams mi& worry that something has gone 

awry when a hm-mmimizer kills millions of people without regret. It is to this 

response that 1 wül now tum. 



Cha~ter 5: hpbcations for Dilemmas and R m e t  

Sentiments of regret seem to si- one's lack of fdfiknent. Sometimes, as m the case 

of su-called moral dilemmas it seems that even agents who do their best to folow what 

are the correct moral d e s  corne out of the dilemma feeling regretfùl. In some 

situations, there seems to be no 'clean' way out. If agents target ody the correct moral 

vahies and cm stiu feel regret, and ifregret signifies a lack of iidfühent, it seems that 

domg our best might not be enough to fùlfilI the correct moral obligations. 

If 1 am to argue against the possibility of genuine moral dilemmas, 1 must 

explam why the abundance of regret m the world is not mflicient evidence for nich 

dilemmas. To do this, 1 will suggea that regret is had more often than t needs to be 

and then 1 wili suggest that the regret that hge r s  m the mhd of a rational agent might 

be explained without positing mfhHled moral duties. To do this, 1 begh with the 

foilowing thought exp eriment . 

Lmagine that one day you are walking dong and you see a five- and a ten-dollar 

bill lyhg on the curb. You are not the type of  person to p a s  up 'easy money,' so you 

reach for both bills. Suddenly a swirl of wind Ws the money away fiom you and blows 

it mto the busy street. You or@ have the oppommity to grab one of the bills, so you 

grab the ' ta'  and surrender the 'fie' to the t r a c .  You are late for work and cannot 

&ord to search for a fie-dollar bill that is probably in someone else's pocket by now. 

So you continue on your way, ten d o k s  richer. In this scenario, 1 have presented two 

mcompatiile actions (grabbmg the five dollars vs. grabbing the ten dollars) which stem 



fiom the desire to never pass up easy money, and, although it is clear which bül you 

should grab, it is not clear how you should feel about the bill that you have lefi behind. 

It has been said that psychology requkes us to have certain sentiments when 

taking on one honi of a parti& dilemma.' For one thmg, such sentiments might serve 

to ward off future conflicts. 1 grant that the taste ofpamflll sentiment that arises fiom 

our mistakes trains us to avoid making similar mistakes m the fhture, but t a h g  the 

- least panlflll hom of a dilemma is no mistake at dl. Being 'no mistake at 4' taking on 

the lesser of two so-caiIed evils is not somethmg to be regrettiil about nor is t an 

mdicator of future problems. Take, for example, a person who feels absolutely no 

regret over the loss of the he-dollar bül when grabbing it would have entailed losing a 

ten-dollar biu. There is no reason to thmk that nich a person would be careless about 

money in the fiiture, or choose to be m situations where one codd get either a f ie -  or 

a ten-dollar bill rather than situations where one could get both. My pomt is that since 

this person has maximized the easy money obtahed thus far, there is nothmg to say that 

this person wiU f d  to do so in the fiiture. Ifthe person needlessly pas& over easy 

money and felt no regret, then this might mdicate an mdifference towards easy money; 

maybe such a person would needlessly dow confiicts of 'easy money' to arise, not 

tqkg to avoid situations m which grabbmg one bili conflicted with grabbing another 

when both were otherwise readily available. But none of this has thus far occurred. 

8 Swan Sherwin made this point to me. Likewise, Ruth Barcan M a m ,  in 'Moral Dilemmas and 

Consistency,' argues that the guiit and feelings of wrong dohg help people avoid fuîure dilemmas. 



One might say about the 'easy money dilemma' that no regrets are to be had; 

for you did not have a rational desire to grab the fie-dollar bill since you knew that 

you could ody grab a single bill and wanted that bill to be woah as much as possible. 

What you wanted to do, one might insist, was to grab as much easy money as you 

could; and you have done exactly that. Any regret that arises over the los  of the fie- 

doiiar bill is highly suspect and not necessu@ the sort of thing that one should account 

for m a theory about what standards one ought (moraily and/or ration*) to strive for. 

How do these considerations pan out in the case of conflicts of moral 

obligations? Even though the principle of respecthg autonomy might juste a doctor in 

' h d g  ' a patient by assisting in that patient's suicide, many wül claim that a doctor 

who could do such harm without regret is Iikely to be careless when nich matters arise 

m the future. But as m the case of the h e -  and ten-dollar bills, 1 argue that the doctor 

m question has rnaximized the good tbus far, and so might reliably do so in the friture. 

But even ifthis doctor is efficient and can be relied upon to malcimize the good, is the 

fact that he or she does not feel regret a sign of some other moral defect'? Even if t  

were the case that the correct d e  is 'Be nommaleficent, except whm respectmg 

autonomy requires hurtjng someone,' then wodd the doctor necessariiy care whether 

autonomy and non-maleficence ever conflicted? We care about such t h g s  greatly. 

There certainly seems to be something prima fucie desirable about a world in which no 

one is ever harmed. Does this not suggest that non-rnaleficence is a good thmg, wen 



beyond the extent to which t is compatible with achiehg other goods? And does this 

not also suggest that our doctor is somehow lackmg in moral qualities? 

To answer these questions, 1 wilI consider the utilharian's single mord 

obligation: always maximize expected utiiity. A utilitarian can admit that t would be 

even better to produce more utility than what the @en situation dictates is 'the 

maximum,' but would deny that there is now a duty to do so. Likewise our doctor can 

want that non-malificence never needs sacrificing to promote patient autonomy; for this 

would be a nahird r e d t  of wanting minimal hamis. No amount of u- beyond that 

which c m  be brought about, nor any d e r  amount of utility which mua be sacrinced 

m order to bring about the maximum amount is a 'good' m the sense of bemg 

somethmg which we are obiiged to actualize. The utilitarian feels no regrets about 

sacrificmg lower utility for higher utility. Likewise, our doctor need not feel the kind of 

regret which signifies an unflllfilled moral duty m order to avoid careless mistakes or to 

wish that the world were a better place. 

Retuming to the 'easy-money' scenario, imagine that you have grabbed the ten- 

d o h  bill m lieu of the 'fie'  and, only a few minutes later, the wind deposits that same 

five-dollar bill on a nearby curb. You reach for the bill, but before you can grab t, a 

teenager on Roiierblades matches it up and boits m the opposite direction. You'll never 

catch the teenager, and even ifyou could, you do not have a legitimate claim to the 

money; so you h u q  on towards your prime source of easy money, namely your work 

The question now becomes: do you feel the same sentiments over the 'loss' of the fie- 



dollar bül each t h e  it has presented tself? In the kst instance, al l  that kept you from 

grabbmg the f i e  was your deske to grab the ten, in the second, conthgencies about 

the world made it impossible to grab the f ie ,  regardes of your desires. So, how do 

you feel about each instance of f f i g  to grab the &e dollars? 

What 1 want to suggest is that the regret over a so-cded 'desire' that was 

ovemdden may be jua as specious as the regret felt when 'desires' smiply cannot be 

fiilfilleda So, maybe one should feel the same way when f i e  doilars is taken away from 

you as when you choose to forego it. There is, however, an argument to rnake against 

the analogy between ovemdden 'desires' (andlor 'duties') and &ose which simply are 

impossible to fÙML Unlike in cases m &ch a desire simply cannot be satisfied, it 

seems that m the case of ovemdden 'desires' and or 'duties,' it wasparsible tofirfili 

them. It was possible, for example to grab the five dollar bill on the fist occasion that 

we saw it, but not the second. Likewise, t is possible to avoid harming others when ail 

that stops you is your desire to respect autonomy, but not when you are on an 

unavoidable coilision-course with a d fa*. So, it may be the sense m which 

ovenidden 'desires' are possiile to tùlfill that makes t seem regrettable whm they are 

left unsatisfied; for t is the agent's ovemding desire that keeps the 'desire' unflllfilled 

when ovemdden, rather than the world To this extent, the agent may be seea as 

playing a larger role in the dissatisfaction of the ovemdden desire and thus may be seen 

as more responsible and so more troubled by what has transpired. 



Many would also argue that we would not want to be able to go through tough 

situations d o u t  feehg some regret; for only a moral monster would feel no regret 

when taking one hom of a particularty hard dilemma- Reconsider our old fiend, Max, 

d o  1 contend can kill millions of people without a single unsatisfied preference. In 

fact, I argue that Max wodd be happy to do so. Does this not Sig* that there is 

somethmg very wrong with the state of mind that 1 am counseling? Not necessarily. 

Even those who disagree with my anafysis of the DD would Iüreb agree that, if 

presented with the option of küling either one d o n  or two m o n  people, Max 

would kilt one million people. Smce killing as few as possible completely maximizes on 

Max's desires, he cm do so without regret. Ifpresented the same options, 1 doubt that 

I could remab so cool-headed, but my preferences are not those of Max Notice that 

Max WU react differently than you or I might, not because 1 have mihterpreted how 

Max's preferences are to be satisfied, but because Max has a very different set of 

. .  . preferences than you or 1. Max is a highly idealized agent who onS, wants to mmimirc 

Barms, and I have argued that in a DD where Instigators attack, küling millions of 

people accomplishes that. The question 1 posed about the DD was not whether Max 

could kül a million people without regret, rather t was whether the one d o n  deaths 

m a DD can be properb cded  'the minimum.' The answer to  the latter question ('yes') 

wiil lead us to the mswer to the former ('yes'). Any thought that Max 'ought' (moraIly 

andor ration*) have regret over the deaths he has caused implies that either Max 



ought to have daferent preferences or Max has faied to maxhhe on those he has; but 

neither condition has been shown to be the case. 

Moving away âom Max, let us now consider an agent with a more 'human' set 

of preferences: the doctor who is asked to as& m a patient's suicide. Suppose that this 

doctor treats overridden duties as ifthey were completely canceled, and believes that 

wherever respectmg autonomy precludes behg nonmaleficent, one has absolutety no 

duty to be non-maleficent. Ifregret stems fiom unfulfiled obligations, nich a doctor 

could sometimes h m  patients without regret. But before judging the doctor too 

quickly, consider that he or she could be heartbroken about the situation, even M e  

masitainhg that there e x h s  no duty to be non-maleficent m such cases. This is 

apparent d e n  we consider the feehgs that one wouid have if one accident* drove 

one's car over a young family and kined them aiL There is no duty to avoid unavoidable 

harms, yet strong sentiments seem appropriate when they occur. My pomt is that we 

might require agents to feel strong sentiment without requiring that the sentiment 

entails that some duty has been lefi undone. Whether or not the doctor feels upset 

about the situation does not entail that he or she is following the wrong set of moral 

principles. Granted, it might be premature to say that all regret is mereiy a pining over 

the impossible and a denial of the unavoidable, but this is probably the explmation 

more ofien than we suppose. 

While many might insist that it is, in some isolated and non-agglomerated sense, 

'Phvays possible' to maiimize harms, or keep promises, or respect the principles of 



medical ethics, etc., this is not the possbility that is required to keep these d e s  viable 

as part of the good. We need more than that it is ahvays passible to minimize hmms, it 

must be  possible to ahuays minimize hmmr; in the 6rst case, we might argue about 

whether dilemmas preserve this possiiility, but in the second case, dilemmas prechide 

it If1 am correct, we can nwer fiilfill a mie that is act-inconsistent, Snce the d e  is not 

complied with d e s s  bot.  (incompatiible) actions are performed; this is impossible, so 

we are not morally obliged to do it. 



Chanter 6: Condudine Remarks: 

So it seem that a large source of regret is our mistakedy measuriog ouselves against 

a a t  we thmk are unactualued 'possibilities' but which turn out to be impossbilities 

(ie., not retaliating ifattacked); we think that we can have our cake and eat t too and 

we feel guihy when we Ezil to do so. 

When we hear that Max has retaliated, our £ira reaction is to msist that he 

couid have done better, for 'all he had to do was refrain fkom retaliating.' But once we 

put oursekes in Max's shoes, we have no idea how what we have insisted upon is to be 

accomplished. We mistakedy hold people responsiile for failing to meet certain 

standards even though we are unable to Say exacdy how meeting that standard might 

go. To say that Max canjust 'not retaliatey is too quick; for how is he to do this &en 

what has already transpired by the time we demand this of him? 

It may be that the mere appearance of moral conflicts is al1 that we need to fuel 

regret. Maybe the standards to which we aspire are, unbelaiorna to us, measonable. 

We have been taught various principles at various t h e s  fiom various people who have 

various moral theories. So it might be no surprise that the system that we have had m- 

and-pasted mto our mhds is mcomplete, contradictory and, as a whole, false. But we 

have not sorted that out yet, so we feel regret when we do what our hcomect theories 

deem is kong . '  For example, we might fée1 hom%le feelings of wrongdohg after 

losing our virpiaicv, but we migbt later find that our sentiments of guiit (se- or 

otherwise) stem fiom somethmg other than a recognition of tme moral principIes. If 



regret is ever justined, I would venture to guess that there are also many cases where 

we feel much Iess regret than we ought to. An example of something that we might not 

regret enough is our calloudy letting distant others die of starvation whüe we 

commonly enjoy an abundance of food Our present moral mtuitions might serve as a 

rough guide to right and wrong, but we probably have a long way to go before our 

sentiments accurately reflect an enlightened and true moraiity. The fàct that we 

sometimes have done the best that we could and still feel unfWilled should teli us that 

we are a s h g  too much of ourseives. 
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